Scotch Malt Whisky @ Garleton Lodge
Each of our rooms is named after a distillery situated in one of the six Scotch whisky regions – Lowland, Highland,
Speyside, Campbeltown, Islands and Islay - chosen for its connection with ourselves during our travels around Scotland.
In your room you will find a decanter with a small sample of the whisky from the named distillery – please enjoy this
with our compliments and come along to the bar to try the others!
Meantime, we hope that the below enables you to enjoy your sample dram a little more…
Angela & David

ABERLOUR

[ah-bur-lower]
This Speyside distillery was established on the site of a holy well dedicated to St Drostan (who became Archbishop of
Canterbury in 960). The well was long used for baptisms but in more recent years dried up. Happily, it began to gush
forth again the year the malt won top prize at an International Wine and Spirit Competition! The distillery was rebuilt in
1879, and again in 1898 (following a fire) and extended to four stills in 1973; taking its name from the nearby village.
The core range of Aberlour includes 12, 16 and 18 years old matured in either ex-bourbon or ex-sherry casks. Our
personal favourite is Aberlour a’bunadh matured in ex-Oloroso casks and bottled at cask strength!
Tasting Notes (12 Year Old): The nose offers brown sugar, honey and sherry with a hint of grapefruit citrus. The palate is
sweet with buttery caramel, maple syrup and eating apples. Liquorice, peppery oak and mild smoke in the finish.

GLENGOYNE
[glen-goyn]

Glengoyne is situated a short distance north of Glasgow, just south of the village of Killearn, in 'Rob Roy' country. It is an
attractive, independent, family-owned distillery with a traditional look and feel despite its close proximity to the city. Its
location in a wooded glen could hardly be bettered with the Glengoyne Burn flowing from Dumgoyne Hill into the
distillery site by way of a dramatic, 50 foot high waterfall. Water from the burn is used for cooling purposes before being
sent on its way to nearby Loch Lomond.
The geological Highland Fault line which separates Lowland and Highland distilleries runs below the road from Glasgow
to Aberfoyle in front of Glengoyne. This means that although the whisky is made in the Highlands, it matures in the
lowlands. The distillery uses unpeated malt and is stylistically closer to a Lowland than a Highland single malt and it is
sometimes likened in character to the triple-distilled Auchentoshan.
Tasting Notes (15 Year Old): A nose of vanilla, ginger, toffee and sweet fruit notes. The palate features lively spices,
raisins, hazelnuts and oak. The finish is medium in length and spicy to the end with hints of cocoa powder.

JURA

[joo-rah]
When literary people think of the Isle of Jura, they are usually thinking about George Orwell and '1984'. Orwell
completed this futuristic novel in 1948 while living on the island. Jura’s other claim to fame is the Isle of Jura Distillery established in 1810 and rebuilt a number of times the distillery began to produce malt whisky again in 1963.
The Isle of Jura is just a short swim away from the Island of Islay, yet its whisky differs remarkably from that of its
renowned heavily peated neighbours. Experienced tasters will detect some saltiness in it, yet none of the seaweed
pungency to be found - in varying degrees - in the Islay malts. The malted barley (some of which actually comes from
Islay) is only slightly peated: two parts per million of phenols, compared with 50-plus in the case of lusty neighbours
such as Ardbeg, Laphroaig and Lagavulin. Then we have the Jura stills, among the tallest in the industry: their height
contributing to a light and pure spirit.
Tasting Notes (10 Year Old): A delicate nose with notes of resin, oil and pine. Light-bodied in the mouth with malt and
drying saltiness. The finish is malty, nutty with more salt and a wisp of smoke.

SPRINGBANK
[spring-bank]

If you drive to Campbeltown, it always takes longer than you expect! But if you're hunting down whisky, the tortuously
beautiful route down to the end of the Kintyre peninsula is worth every twist and turn. While each malt distillery is
different, surely none is more different than Springbank. A tourist magazine would probably gush that the past has stood
still here: but it hasn't. It's just that the experience of the past has not been discarded. The whisky comes first with socalled ‘advances’ never adopted for simple reasons of economy and efficiency.
Once there were nearly 30 Campbeltown distilleries, a reason why this particular style of whisky still has its own
separate classification. Today there are only three: Springbank, Glengyle and Glen Scotia. Springbank is the only
remaining Scotch malt distillery which conducts the entire process itself on a single site. It starts with barley, and it ends
up with bottled whisky having germinated all of the barley it uses in floor maltings and drying these in its own kiln.
Springbank makes two additional distinct styles of single malt under separate names. One is Longrow which is peated,
Hazelburn is the other which uses unpeated barley and it is this whisky that we feature in our Springbank room.

Tasting Notes (Hazelburn 10 Year Old): Pear drops, soft toffee and malt on a mildly floral nose. Oiliness
develops in time along with a green, herbal note and ultimately brine. A full-bodied and supple, smoky palate
with barley and ripe, peppery orchard fruits. Cocoa and ginger develop on a lingering finish.

AUCHENTOSHAN
[oak-en-toshen]

One of just a few remaining Lowland distilleries still in production, and the only one to 100% triple distil in the
traditional Lowland fashion. This distillery overlooks the River Clyde, just east of Dumbarton, and draws its
water from the Kilpatrick Hills, above the Highland Line. The distillery was one of only seven buildings not
destroyed when Clydebank was bombed during the Second World War although a huge crater behind the
distillery hosts the dam for the distillery’s cooling water.
Auchentoshan’s core range comprises American Oak (no age statement but typically around 6 years), 12, 18 &
21 Years and Three Wood.
Tasting Notes (American Oak): An initial note of rose water, then Madeira, vanilla, musky peaches and icing
sugar. Spicy fresh fruit on the palate, chilli notes and more Madeira and vanilla. The finish is medium in length
and spicy to the end.

BRUICHLADDICH
[brook-lad-dee]

Bruichladdich is the most westerly of Scottish distilleries overlooking Loch Indaal from the north west side. Its
Gaelic name means "The Brae on the Shore". Mothballed in 1995, it re-opened in 2001.
Following its purchase by Remy Cointreau in 2012, sales have steadily increased based on rebranding and
expansion of the range of whiskies now distilled. The distillery now offers three whisky lines: unpeated
Bruichladdich, heavily peated Port Charlotte and ultra-heavily peated Octomore. We feature the unpeated
Classic Laddie in our Bruichladdich room.
Tasting Notes (The Classic Laddie - Scottish Barley Unpeated): Mildly metallic on the early nose then cooked
apple aromas develop with a touch of linseed. Initially very fruity on the gently oily palate. Ripe peaches and
apricots with vanilla, brittle toffee and lots of spice and sea salt. The finish is drying with breakfast tea.

GLENKINCHIE

[glenk-kin-chee]
Marketed as ‘The Edinburgh Malt’, Glenkinchie is our closest distillery located just a few miles from Garleton Lodge.
The distillery is currently undergoing major refurbishment as part of Diageo’s £150 million investment to upgrade its
Scotch whisky centres, which also include a new Johnnie Walker experience in Edinburgh.
The upgrade will see the Glenkinchie Distillery ‘directly linked’ to the new Johnnie Walker site, along with three other
distilleries representing the ‘four corners of Scotland’ and Scotch whisky’s regional flavour profiles: Cardhu (Speyside),
Caol Ila (Island), and Clynelish (Highlands). This connection will create a ‘Johnnie Walker tour of Scotland’ which seeks to
encourage tourists to travel to Edinburgh and other rural Scottish locations.
The distillery will gain a new multi-level visitor experience to include a welcome lounge, retail unit, bar and cocktailmaking classroom, tasting rooms and a cask draw experience.
Tasting Notes (12 Year Old): The flagship expression from the Glenkinchie distillery - a fantastic introduction to the Lowland
Region - Glenkinchie 12 Year Old shows off the characteristic lightness and grassy elements that Lowland whiskies are
known for, with nods to cooked fruit and Sauternes wine along the way. A brilliant single malt to enjoy as an aperitif on a
warm evening.

